#26 18939 65 Avenue

Rancher in Glenwood Gardens

Glenwood Gardens. 55+ community in Clayton Heights. Single level unit includes spacious, bright living room with vaulted ceilings, gas fireplace with white heritage mantel and sliding to patio area. Efficient kitchen area features include a bank of drawers, lots of cabinetry, full tile backsplash, stainless steel, white appliances and large eating area. Wood flooring at entry and wide sidewalk with only one step into townhome. Double side-by-side garage.
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HOME FEATURES

- Rancher
- Double side-by-side garage
- Glass block side light on front door
- Wood flooring at entry with 3 curved top mirrors
- Wide sidewalk and only one step into townhome
- Spacious bright living room with vaulted ceiling, gas fireplace with white heritage mantle, sliders to patio area
- Efficient kitchen area features including a bank of drawers, lots of cabinetry, full tile backsplash, sunshine ceiling, white appliances and large eating area
- Partially fenced backyard

Schools in the Area

Elementary: Not applicable
Secondary: Not applicable
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